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Background
(The Problem: Die Solder)



Failure modes resulting from die solder

• Part sticking to the die

• Scrap: Leakers, Surface defects

• Downtime (Removing stuck castings, polishing cores)

• Reduction in die life

Background
(The Problem)



Background
(The Problem)

Loss of productivity due to die solder

• Scrap parts

• Downtime – Polishing cores

• Downtime – Removing stuck castings

• Startup scrap after down time

• Limit on Cycletime



A Brief Review of Die Solder

Stages leading to die solder

• Degradation of protective layer - Lube washout

• Diffusion - Elevated steel temperature 

contacting hot cast alloy

• Intermetallic layer formation and growth

Die solder happens when the cast alloy “welds” to the die steel 

forming an intermetallic compound of the two materials.

Courtesy Song, Denouden, et. Al.



Die Solder Under Specific HPDC Conditions – A380
(A380)  Solidus = 926°F; Liquidus = 1065°F

Dipping Test Findings

Srinath Viswanathan & Qingyou Han 

Oak Ridge National Lab

Courtesy of:  S. Viswanathan & Q. Han 

Oak Ridge National Lab

Controlled Dipping test

• Designed to maintain steel at 

various setpoints during immersion

• Their experiment identifies the 

specific temperature that the die 

steel must be when contacting the 

cast alloy for solder to happen

1054°F

1022°F 

950°F 

932°F 



The Intention of This Work

To develop a simulation methodology that can accurately predict the operating Cycletime 

for a given die cooling strategy and to identify precise features that solders.

• Research by Viswanathan & Han clearly identified the die steel temperature 

above which die solder begins (1022°F to 1054°F) –A380

• Simulation tools are capable of capturing the various modes of heat transfer 

in HPDC and can accurately predict temperatures and solidification rates

• Combining the research findings of die solder temperature from ORNL with 

simulation, we should be able to predict die solder for a given cooling design 

and process setting



Project Objective

To use simulation tools to find cooling design that can speed up production by 

20% and eliminate down time due to die solder and eliminate scrap die to solder.

METHODOLOGY

1. Simulate the existing die at fastest Cycletime achievable in the foundry

2. Compare simulation predictions with actual solder locations encountered

3. Simulate existing die running 20% faster: Find new solder locations

4. Design revised cooling to prevent solder at all predicted locations for the 

new targeted Cycletime

5. Simulate the die with proposed cooling at the faster target Cycletime to 

confirm that the proposed cooling will  not solder (in the virtual world)

6. Build the die with this revised cooling to and compare simulation 

predictions with the die performance in the foundry



• Transfer Case for High Output Vehicle

• 700+ Horsepower

• Deep metal savers in thick sections

• Fastest Cycletime achieved conventional cooling – 97 s

• Shot weight 27 lbs

• Part Weight 16.5 lbs

Case Study Investigated



Baseline Simulation
Existing Cooling Design:   Fastest Cycletime Achieved = 97 seconds



Simulation Inputs
(A380)  Solidus = 926°F; Liquidus = 1065°F



Baseline Simulation Results



Baseline Simulation Results

Temp (°F) t = 9.0 sec

Figure 5a:  Cover die steel temperature 9.0 seconds into dwell, simulation 

successfully predicted die solder when the steel temperature exceeded 

the solder threshold of 1000°F.  

97 sec Cycletime

COVER DIE

Existing Cooling Design:   Fastest Cycletime Achieved = 97 seconds



Baseline Simulation Results

Existing Cooling Design

EJECTOR DIE

Temp (°F) t = 9.0 sec

97 sec Cycletime

Figure 5b:  Ejector die steel temperature 9.0 seconds into dwell, 

simulation successfully predicted die solder when the steel temperature 

exceeded the solder threshold of 1000°F.  

Image inverted to match steel orientation

Fastest Cycletime Achieved = 97 seconds



Baseline Simulation Results
CORE

Temp (°F)

Existing Cooling Design

Figure 5c:  Core temperature 9.0 seconds into dwell, simulation successfully 

predicted die solder when the steel temperature exceeded the solder 

threshold of 1000°F.  

Fastest Cycletime Achieved = 97 seconds



Faster Cycletime Results – Baseline Cooling – 21% Faster

COVER DIE EJECTOR DIE

New Cycletime Target = 77 seconds



Revised Cooling



Revised Cooling

Copper Sleeve

Cooling Water

Passage 



Revised Cooling

Conformal cooling was required in these areas 



Faster Cycletime Results – Revised Cooling – 21% Faster

Temp (°F) t = 9.0 sec

Figure 8b:  (77s Cycletime) Cover die steel temperature 9.0 seconds into dwell –

comparing original cooling to the new copper inserted cooling.  Note temperature in 

circled area is below the 1000°F threshold value.

NEW COOLINGOLD COOLING



NEW COOLING
OLD COOLING

Temp (°F)

Figure 9:  (77s Cycletime) Section view showing the effectiveness of the copper insert water cooled 

from within.  This was sufficient to eliminate the die solder.  Confirming that simulations can be relied 

upon to determine the effectiveness of a given cooling design for eliminating die solder.

Faster Cycletime Results – Revised Cooling – 21% Faster



Temp (°F) t = 9.0 sec 

Figure 8a:  (77s Cycletime) Ejector die steel temperature 9.0 seconds into dwell showing 

the effect of the copper inserted cooling added.  Note temperature in circled area is 

below the 1000°F threshold value.

NEW COOLINGOLD COOLING

Faster Cycletime Results – Revised Cooling – 21% Faster



Figure 8c:  (77s Cycletime) Cores and slides steel temperatures 9.0 seconds into 

dwell –comparing original cooling to the new cooling. 

NEW COOLINGOLD COOLINGTemp (°F)

Faster Cycletime Results – Revised Cooling – 21% Faster



Foundry Results and Scrap Trend

SCRAP TREND CHART

(After machining)

Time when cooling revision was 

Implemented in the foundry 

1. Foundry trials resulted in over 200 consecutive shots for more 5 hours 

run with zero solder

2. Down time is no longer due to die solder for this die



Conclusions

1. Simulation predicted 100% of the die features that soldered when the die 

steel exceeded the critical solder temperature of 1000°F during dwell for A380 

alloy.  

2. This is a lower threshold than what was observed in the dunk test, we 

attribute this to the applied pressure that forces the slurry to have a more 

intimate contact with the die steel.

3. It is not always necessary to use conformal cooling to address die solder as 

long as the cooling method prevent the die steel from exceeding the critical 

solder temperature



Future Work

1. Dunk experiments to find the critical die solder temperature for different 

alloys to confirm if die solder is at the “dendrite coherency” regardless of the 

alloy



Thank you!


